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An updated edition of the blockbuster bestselling leadership book that took
America and the world by storm, two U.S. Navy SEAL officers who led the most
highly decorated special operations unit of the Iraq War demonstrate how to
apply powerful leadership principles from the battlefield to business and life. Sent
to the most violent battlefield in Iraq, Jocko Willink and Leif Babin’s SEAL task
unit faced a seemingly impossible mission: help U.S. forces secure Ramadi, a
city deemed “all but lost.” In gripping firsthand accounts of heroism, tragic loss,
and hard-won victories in SEAL Team Three’s Task Unit Bruiser, they learned
that leadership—at every level—is the most important factor in whether a team
succeeds or fails. Willink and Babin returned home from deployment and
instituted SEAL leadership training that helped forge the next generation of SEAL
leaders. After departing the SEAL Teams, they launched Echelon Front, a
company that teaches these same leadership principles to businesses and
organizations. From promising startups to Fortune 500 companies, Babin and
Willink have helped scores of clients across a broad range of industries build
their own high-performance teams and dominate their battlefields. Now, detailing
the mind-set and principles that enable SEAL units to accomplish the most
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difficult missions in combat, Extreme Ownership shows how to apply them to any
team, family or organization. Each chapter focuses on a specific topic such as
Cover and Move, Decentralized Command, and Leading Up the Chain,
explaining what they are, why they are important, and how to implement them in
any leadership environment. A compelling narrative with powerful instruction and
direct application, Extreme Ownership revolutionizes business management and
challenges leaders everywhere to fulfill their ultimate purpose: lead and win.
One of the greatest myths of leadership is that you must be in charge in order to
lead. Because every road of leadership forks at the intersection of authority and
influence, learning to cultivate influence without authority is foundational to
navigate culture today.
Revive your leadership. Grow healthy teams. See great results. Healthy teams
begin with healthy leaders, and at the heart of this dynamic is emotional
maturity—the quality the greatest leaders possess. Combining solid theology,
cutting-edge brain science, and decades of counseling and consulting
experience, Rare Leadership shows you how to take your leadership and team to
the next level. It will equip you to: Cultivate emotional maturity in yourself and
others Develop the four habits of R.A.R.E. leaders Promote a strong group
identity Keep relationships bigger than problems Increase productivity through
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trust, joy, and engagement Whether you are burnt out or just looking to improve,
when you prioritize people and lead from a secure identity, you’ll be amazed at
the freedom you feel and the results you see. You can lead from a healthy place,
respond rather than react, and build the team of your dreams. If you want to take
your organization to the next level, it starts with you. Read Rare Leadership and
be equipped to lead joy-filled, emotionally mature, relationally connected teams.
There are common white noises in leadership and ministry that we use to mask
our unpleasant emotions and ignore the desires deep inside us. This book is a
guide to help you listen to yourself, to recognize what your emotions, your body,
and your spirit are saying to you by turning down the white noise threatening to
control your life.
Great leaders are driven to win. Yet career wins can come at great cost to your
health, relationships, and personal well-being. Why does it seem impossible to
both win at work and succeed at life? Michael Hyatt and Megan Hyatt Miller know
we can do better because he's seen it in his more than four decades as a
successful executive and a loving and present husband and father. Today
Michael and his daughter, Megan Hyatt Miller, coach leaders to live the double
win. Backed by scholarly research from organizational science and psychology,
and illustrated with eye-opening case studies from across the business spectrum
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and their own coaching clients. Win at Work and Succeed at Life is their
manifesto on how you can achieve work-life balance and restore your sanity.
With clarity, humor, and plenty of motivation, Win at Work and Succeed at Life
gives you - an understanding of the historical and cultural forces that have led to
overworking - 5 principles to rethink work and productivity from the ground up simple but proven practices that enable you to slow down and reclaim your life and more Refuse the false choice of career versus family. You can achieve the
double win in life.
Describes how individuals can become successful leaders through passion and
connection with an interested group, and provides real-life case studies that
illustrate this method.
The president of Catalyst Leader believes that the most impactful and most
influential leaders are the ones who lead from who they truly are, not who they
pretend or wish to be. With clear biblical teaching and personal accounts, Tyler
Reagin not only demonstrates the necessity of life-giving leadership, but also
provides the steps you'll need to begin knowing and leading from your truest self.
From his experiences in high-impact leadership roles at some of our nation's
largest churches and ministries, Reagin has learned firsthand the importance of
identity-based leadership. His desire is to help each reader become an
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empowered, confident leader that brings life and vibrancy to every room they
enter. Whether you've got the corner office or you're just getting started, Reagin
gives you the tools you need to become an impactful and unique influencer right
where you are!
"This book will be one of the most, if not the most, pivotal leadership books you'll
ever read." - Andy Stanley "If you're ready to lead right where you are, this book
can show you how to start." - Dave Ramsey "Read this book! The marketplace is
full of leadership messages, but this one is a stand out." - Louie Giglio Are you
letting your lack of authority paralyze you? One of the greatest myths of
leadership is that you must be in charge in order to lead. Great leaders don't buy
it. Great leaders lead with or without the authority and learn to unleash their
influence wherever they are. With practical wisdom and humor, Clay Scroggins
will help you nurture your vision and cultivate influence, even when you lack
authority in your organization. And he will free you to become the great leader
you want to be so you can make a difference right where you are. Even when
you're not in charge. X
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • Brené Brown has taught us what it means to
dare greatly, rise strong, and brave the wilderness. Now, based on new research
conducted with leaders, change makers, and culture shifters, she’s showing us how to
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put those ideas into practice so we can step up and lead. Look for Brené Brown’s new
podcast, Dare to Lead, as well as her ongoing podcast Unlocking Us! NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY BLOOMBERG Leadership is not about titles,
status, and wielding power. A leader is anyone who takes responsibility for recognizing
the potential in people and ideas, and has the courage to develop that potential. When
we dare to lead, we don’t pretend to have the right answers; we stay curious and ask
the right questions. We don’t see power as finite and hoard it; we know that power
becomes infinite when we share it with others. We don’t avoid difficult conversations
and situations; we lean into vulnerability when it’s necessary to do good work. But
daring leadership in a culture defined by scarcity, fear, and uncertainty requires skillbuilding around traits that are deeply and uniquely human. The irony is that we’re
choosing not to invest in developing the hearts and minds of leaders at the exact same
time as we’re scrambling to figure out what we have to offer that machines and AI
can’t do better and faster. What can we do better? Empathy, connection, and courage,
to start. Four-time #1 New York Times bestselling author Brené Brown has spent the
past two decades studying the emotions and experiences that give meaning to our
lives, and the past seven years working with transformative leaders and teams
spanning the globe. She found that leaders in organizations ranging from small
entrepreneurial startups and family-owned businesses to nonprofits, civic organizations,
and Fortune 50 companies all ask the same question: How do you cultivate braver,
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more daring leaders, and how do you embed the value of courage in your culture? In
this new book, Brown uses research, stories, and examples to answer these questions
in the no-BS style that millions of readers have come to expect and love. Brown writes,
“One of the most important findings of my career is that daring leadership is a collection
of four skill sets that are 100 percent teachable, observable, and measurable. It’s
learning and unlearning that requires brave work, tough conversations, and showing up
with your whole heart. Easy? No. Because choosing courage over comfort is not always
our default. Worth it? Always. We want to be brave with our lives and our work. It’s why
we’re here.” Whether you’ve read Daring Greatly and Rising Strong or you’re new to
Brené Brown’s work, this book is for anyone who wants to step up and into brave
leadership.
How to Lead When You're Not in ChargeLeveraging Influence When You Lack
AuthorityZondervan
A leadership expert draws on the examples of real people--representing a variety of
fields--to share the secret of "leading up" or gently moving a superior to work at his or
her own potential. Reprint. 20,000 first printing.
Biblical solutions to dozens of the toughest challenges leaders face today. Concise, tothe-point, and highly useable, How to Lead by THE BOOK presents a series of
personal and business challenges recognizable to leaders, then deals with each
through insight, personal experience, and a discussion of why conventional approaches
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often fail. Each section then concludes with winning proverbs, parables, or principles
that offers applicable strategies to solve the issue. In this practical and inspiring guide,
you'll discover proven methods and advice to shape young leaders, stretch veteran
leaders, become a better communicator, maintain your work-life balance, deal with
dishonesty among competitors, and much more. Shows why typical approaches to
leadership problems often fail, while biblical wisdom succeeds Covers both day-to-day
dilemmas and larger questions of management, accountability, and vision From the
bestselling author of How to Run Your Business by THE BOOK, Up Your Business, and
If You Don't Make Waves You'll Drown What is the number one downfall for leaders?
When is the best time to make a decision? How do you hold others accountable? How
do you survive success with your principles intact? What does the Bible say about time
management? Get the answers to these and many more practical business questions
when you discover the winning wisdom of How to Lead by THE BOOK.
Ask any leader: What would you give to have an entire company full of committed
employees willing to go the extra mile? For all your people to work together as a unified
force, knowing exactly what they do, and why they do it? Featuring illuminating stories,
interviews, and profiles of leaders from a variety of fields, Lead with Purpose shows
readers how to take their organizations to the next level with renewed focus and
improved direction. The book gives readers practical tips and techniques to: • Instill a
sense of ownership • Ensure that organizational purpose is understood and acted upon
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• Encourage resourcefulness and flexibility • Communicate a narrative that will drive
the organization • Harness creativity and the desire to succeed • Transform a shared
vision into real results • Develop the next generation of leaders It’s a leader’s job to
provide his people’s work with meaning. Lead with Purpose shows you how it’s done.
It's the common habit shared by many successful people throughout history. It's
responsible for unlocking limitless creativity and influence. It's known to reduce stress,
improve decision-making skills, and make you a better leader. What is it? Reading. And
it's the single best thing you can do to improve yourself professionally. Reading more
and better books creates opportunities for you to learn new skills, rise above your
competition, and build a successful career. In Read to Lead you'll learn - why you need
to read like your career depends on it - the five science-backed reasons reading will
help you build your career - how to absorb a book into your bloodstream - a technique
that can double (or triple!) your reading speed - tips on creating a lifetime reading habit
- and more If you want to lead a more satisfied life, have more intelligent conversations,
and broaden your mind, you need to read to lead!
How to Lead When You Don’t Know Where You’re Going is a book of hope for weary
leaders in danger of defining ministry in terms of failure or loss. This book does not
attempt to describe where the church is headed; rather, it helps leaders stand firm in a
disoriented state, learning from their mistakes and leading despite the confusion.
AXIOM AWARD WINNER IN LEADERSHIP In Lead Your Tribe, Love Your Work,
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Piyush Patel offers an insider’s perspective on how to unify your team around a
common purpose by uncovering your core values and transforming your culture. With
over 20 years of entrepreneurial experience, Piyush has discovered that—while leaders
can provide opportunities—real culture comes from the heart. Using real-life examples
and practical takeaways, Lead Your Tribe, Love Your Work is the ultimate guide to
creating a tribe to lead and a workplace you love. Piyush challenges readers to rethink
their current paths, unveiling: • The business-owner wake-up call: How to tell when
your company culture is failing and what to do to fix it • The key to employee retention
is BAM—Belonging, Affirmation, and Meaning • Secrets to successful onboarding: How
to make new employees feel like they already belong • Constructive “uncomfortable”
conversations: Tips for getting positive results from conflict • Four questions to ask your
employees to get a pulse on your company’s culture • When successful businesses
happen to poor leaders: Identify negative initiatives and reshape your company before
it’s too late • How to spot the difference between ‘real’ and ‘faux’ culture: Why a
company with perks can still be toxic As a business owner or leader, Lead Your Tribe,
Love Your Work will challenge you to take control of your culture and create a thriving
company that’s built for longevity.
Use this helpful book to learn about the leadership tools to fuel success, grow your team, and
become the visionary you were meant to be. True leadership isn't a matter of having a certain
job or title. In fact, being chosen for a position is only the first of the five levels every effective
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leader achieves. To become more than "the boss" people follow only because they are
required to, you have to master the ability to invest in people and inspire them. To grow further
in your role, you must achieve results and build a team that produces. You need to help people
to develop their skills to become leaders in their own right. And if you have the skill and
dedication, you can reach the pinnacle of leadership—where experience will allow you to extend
your influence beyond your immediate reach and time for the benefit of others. The 5 Levels of
Leadership are: 1. Position—People follow because they have to. 2. Permission—People follow
because they want to. 3. Production—People follow because of what you have done for the
organization. 4. People Development—People follow because of what you have done for them
personally. 5. Pinnacle—People follow because of who you are and what you represent.
Through humor, in-depth insight, and examples, internationally recognized leadership expert
John C. Maxwell describes each of these stages of leadership. He shows you how to master
each level and rise up to the next to become a more influential, respected, and successful
leader.
You leap out of bed on Monday morning, excited to start your day. You enjoy thinking about
work, even on your days off. Your work is something you want to do, instead of something you
have to do. Is this how you want to feel about your job? If so, then Lead Your Way is the book
for you. This step-by-step guide will help you: - Identify what's truly important to you - Set
compelling and authentic career goals - Do what it takes to prepare yourself for career success
- Recognize and create the opportunities that will lead you to the career you want In this book,
Karen Watai will take you through the same process she has used with thousands of her
clients. You will discover what you can do to create the career you want.
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The best-selling author of Predictable Success counsels business leaders on how to avoid
professional stalemates and inspire groups to achieve exceptional results, sharing anecdotes
and case histories on how to overcome group dysfunctions and promote team alignment.
Preface -- Setting the meeting stage -- So many meetings and so much frustration -- Get rid of
meetings? no, solve meetings through science -- Evidence-based strategies for leaders -- The
image in the mirror is likely wrong -- Meet for 48 minutes -- Agendas are a hollow crutch -- The
bigger, the badder -- Don't get too comfortable in that chair -- Deflate negative energy from the
start -- No more talking! -- The folly of the remote call-in meeting -- Putting it all together -Epilogue: trying to get ahead of the science' using science -- Tool: meeting quality selfassessment -- Tool: sample engagement survey and 360 feedback questions on meetings -Tool: good meeting facilitation checklist -- Tool: huddle implementation checklist -- Tool:
agenda template -- Tool: guide to taking good meeting minutes/notes -- Tool: expectations
assessment -- Acknowledgments -- References -- Index
Radical Candor is the sweet spot between managers who are obnoxiously aggressive on the
one side and ruinously empathetic on the other. It is about providing guidance, which involves
a mix of praise as well as criticism, delivered to produce better results and help employees
develop their skills and boundaries of success. Great bosses have a strong relationship with
their employees, and Kim Scott Malone has identified three simple principles for building better
relationships with your employees: make it personal, get stuff done, and understand why it
matters. Radical Candor offers a guide to those bewildered or exhausted by management,
written for bosses and those who manage bosses. Drawing on years of first-hand experience,
and distilled clearly to give actionable lessons to the reader, Radical Candor shows how to be
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successful while retaining your integrity and humanity. Radical Candor is the perfect handbook
for those who are looking to find meaning in their job and create an environment where people
both love their work, their colleagues and are motivated to strive to ever greater success.
You never dreamed being the boss would be so hard. You're caught in a web of conflicting
expectations from subordinates, your supervisor, peers, and customers. You're not alone. As
Linda Hill and Kent Lineback reveal in Being the Boss, becoming an effective manager is a
painful, difficult journey. It's trial and error, endless effort, and slowly acquired personal insight.
Many managers never complete the journey. At best, they just learn to get by. At worst, they
become terrible bosses. This new book explains how to avoid that fate, by mastering three
imperatives: · Manage yourself: Learn that management isn't about getting things done
yourself. It's about accomplishing things through others. · Manage a network: Understand how
power and influence work in your organization and build a network of mutually beneficial
relationships to navigate your company's complex political environment. · Manage a team:
Forge a high-performing "we" out of all the "I"s who report to you. Packed with compelling
stories and practical guidance, Being the Boss is an indispensable guide for not only first-time
managers but all managers seeking to master the most daunting challenges of leadership.
"Nothing tests a leader like a crisis. The highly charged, dramatic events surrounding a crisis
profoundly affect the people in an organization and can even threaten the organization's
survival. But there are actions a leader can take before, during, and after a crisis to effectively
reduce the duration and impact of these extremely difficult situations. At its center, effective
crisis leadership is comprised of three things - communication, clarity of vision and values, and
caring relationships. Leaders who develop, pay attention to, and practice these qualities go a
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long way toward handling the human dimension of a crisis. In the end, it's all about the people."
From New York Times bestselling author and nationally syndicated talk radio host Dave
Ramsey comes the secret to how he grew a multimillion dollar company from a card table in
his living room. If you’re at all responsible for your company’s success, you can’t just be a
hard-charging entrepreneur or a motivating, encouraging leader. You have to be both! Dave
Ramsey, America’s trusted voice on money and business, reveals the keys that grew his
company from a one-man show to a multimillion-dollar business—with no debt, low turnover,
and a company culture that earns it the “Best Place to Work” award year after year. This book
presents Dave’s playbook for creating work that matters; building an incredible group of
passionate, empowered team members; and winning the race with steady momentum that will
roll over any obstacle. Regardless of your business goals, you’ll discover that anyone can lead
any venture to unbelievable growth and prosperity through Dave’s common sense,
counterculture, EntreLeadership principles!
Don’t wait for that promotion! Start leading NOW…right where you are! What’s the number one
question leadership expert John C. Maxwell is asked while conducting his leadership
conferences? “How can I implement what you teach when I’m not the top leader?”. Is it
possible to lead well when you’re not the top dog? How about if the person you work for is a
bad leader? The answer is a resounding yes! Welcome to The 360° Leader. People who
desire to lead from the middle of organizations face unique challenges. And they are often held
back by myths that prevent them from developing their influence. Dr. Maxwell, one of the
globe’s most trusted leadership mentors, debunks the myths, shows you how to overcome the
challenges, and teaches you the skills you need to become a 360° leader. If you have found
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yourself trying to lead from the middle of the organization, as the vast majority of professionals
do, then you need Maxwell’s insights. You have a unique opportunity to exercise influence in
all directions—up (to the boss), across (among your peers), and down (to those you lead). The
good news is that your influence is greater than you know. Practice the disciplines of 360°
leadership and the opportunities will be endless . . . for your organization, for your career, and
for your life.
Become a better crisis leader while equipping yourself with the tools for every day
transformative leadership Today, in an instant, leaders can find themselves face-to-face with
crisis. An active shooter. A media controversy. A data breach. In You're It, the faculty of the
National Preparedness Leadership Initiative at Harvard University takes you to the front lines of
some of the toughest decisions facing our nation's leaders-from how to mobilize during a
hurricane or in the aftermath of a bombing to halting a raging pandemic. They also take
readers through the tough decision-making inside the world's largest companies, hottest
startups, and leading nonprofits. The authors introduce readers to the pragmatic model and
methods of Meta-Leadership. They show you how to understand what is happening during a
moment of crisis and change, what to do about it, and how to hone these skills to lead highperforming teams. Then, when crisis hits, you can pivot to be the leader people follow when it
matters most. A book for turbulent times, You're It is essential reading for anyone preparing to
lead an adaptive team through crisis and change.
Your biggest asset in leadership is you. How can you expect people to trust and believe in you,
if you aren't truthful and don't embrace your whole self at work? There is a need for a new kind
of leadership; one that bleeds personality and rings true to employees and customers alike
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who crave authenticity. You Lead argues that business leaders deliver superior results,
communities of engagement both inside and outside of the company and true values-driven
success when they are themselves and come across as genuine. Bestselling author, Minter
Dial, shows readers how embracing your whole self at work encourages people to also be
themselves, seek true fulfilment at work and merge the personal and professional to become
true examples of what you stand for. You Lead is a call to arms to leaders to stop pretending to
be who they are not, and play on their uniqueness and strengths, to allow people to do the
same and develop a culture of authenticity and purpose. With practical advice, real-life stories
and a simple framework, this book shows you how you can: - Be yourself, lead by example and
merge the professional and personal - Stand for something and allow people to develop true
purpose at work - Allow a community to flourish through the right kind of governance model Radiate your purpose through employees and customers alike for long-term performance
***A WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER*** From the organizational experts at
FranklinCovey, an essential guide to becoming the great manager every team deserves. A
practical must-read, FranklinCovey’s Everyone Deserves a Great Manager is the essential
guide for the millions of people all over the world making the challenging and rewarding leap to
manager. Based on nearly a decade of research on what makes managers successful—and
includes new ways of thinking, tips and techniques—this volume has been field-tested with
hundreds of thousands of managers all over the world. Organized under four main roles every
manager is expected to fill, Everyone Deserves a Great Manager focuses on how to lead
yourself, people, teams, and change. Readers can start anywhere and go everywhere with this
guide—depending on their current problem or time constraint. They can pick up a helpful tip in
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ten minutes or glean an entire skillset with deeper reading. The goal is for the busy manager to
know what to do and how to do it without interrupting their regular workflow. Each role
highlights the current, authentic problems managers face and briefly explores the limiting
mindsets or common mistakes that led to those problems. With skill-based chapters that cover
managerial skills like one-on-ones, giving feedback, delegating, hiring, building team culture,
and leading remote teams, the book also includes more than thirty unique tools, such as a prep
worksheets and a list of behavioral questions for your next interview. An approachable,
engaging style using real-world stories, Everyone Deserves a Great Manager provides the
blueprint for becoming the great manager every team deserves.
A guidebook for those who have vision and drive to take the organization to the next level ...
and a boss. Every manager on the move wants to have influence at the top in order to get his
or her ideas heard and acted upon. In Lead Your Boss, John Baldoni gives managers new, as
well as tried-and-true, methods for influencing both their bosses and their peers, and giving
senior leaders reasons to follow their lead. Featuring instructive stories based on real-life
experiences from leaders at all levels, he reveals proven strategies for developing spheres of
influence; handling tough issues; asserting oneself diplomatically; putting the team first;
persuading up; establishing trust; using organizational politics to everyone's advantage;
inspiring others through-out the organization. He gives readers practical, tactical advice on
becoming a key player in any organization--Publisher's description.
Countless opportunities to create real change exist in every school-just waiting for someone to
take the lead. In Lead beyond Your Title, educator and technology-integration specialist Nili
Bartley challenges educators to become catalysts for change-regardless of their titles.
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Let's face it. In this chaotic world of teams, matrix management, and horizontal organizations,
it's tougher than ever to get things done. How do you lead when you're not the one in charge?
How can you be effective when joint action is needed? You need an edge in order to reach
solutions and effectively work with others.
Are you letting your lack of authority paralyze you? One of the greatest myths of leadership is
that you must be in charge in order to lead. Great leaders don't buy it. Great leaders lead with
or without the authority and learn to unleash their influence wherever they are. With practical
wisdom and humor, Clay Scroggins will help you nurture your vision and cultivate influence,
even when you lack authority in your organization. And he will free you to become the great
leader you want to be so you can make a difference right where you are. Even when you're not
in charge. In this six-session video study (video sold separately), author and pastor Clay
Scroggins explains what is needed to be a great leader—even when you answer to someone
else. Sessions include: The Oddity of Leadership Lead Yourself Choose Positivity Think
Critically Reject Passivity Challenging Up Designed for use with the How to Lead When You're
Not in Charge Video Study (9780310095958), sold separately.

"An influential podcaster and thought leader provides time, energy, and priority
management tactics to help you crush it at work and thrive at home"-Two leadership consultants identify three keys to being a more effective leader:
knowing your strengths and investing in others' strengths, getting people with the
right strengths on your team, and understanding and meeting the four basic
needs of those who look to you for leadership.
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Do you feel stuck in life, not knowing how to make it more successful? Do you
wish to become more popular? Are you craving to earn more? Do you wish to
expand your horizon, earn new clients and win people over with your ideas? How
to Win Friends and Influence People is a well-researched and comprehensive
guide that will help you through these everyday problems and make success look
easier. You can learn to expand your social circle, polish your skill set, find ways
to put forward your thoughts more clearly, and build mental strength to counter all
hurdles that you may come across on the path to success. Having helped
millions of readers from the world over achieve their goals, the clearly listed
techniques and principles will be the answers to all your questions.
Every day millions of people with high potential are frustrated and held back by
incompetent leaders. New York Times bestselling leadership author John C.
Maxwell knows this because the number one question he gets asked is about
how to lead when the boss isn’t a good leader. You don’t have to be trapped in
your work situation. In this book, adapted from the million-selling The 360-Degree
Leader, Maxwell unveils the keys to successfully navigating the challenges of
working for a bad boss. Maxwell teaches how to position yourself for current and
future success, take the high road with a poor leader, avoid common pitfalls,
work well with teammates, and develop influence wherever you find yourself.
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Practicing the principles taught in this book will result in endless opportunities—for
your organization, your career, and your life. You can learn how to lead when
your boss can’t (or won’t).
How to Lead When You Don't Know Where You are Going is a book of hope for
weary leaders in danger of defining ministry in terms of failure or loss. This book
does not attempt to describe where the church is headed; rather, it helps leaders
stand firm in a disoriented state, learning from their mistakes and leading despite
the confusion.
Very few individuals or companies are perceived as being global leaders in their
game. As a veteran leadership and organizational development executive of
numerous Fortune 100 corporations, Karan Ferrell-Rhodes researched over
10,000 global high-potential leaders, to pinpoint how they rose to the top of their
game in their profession or industry. After evaluating how these stars overcame
inhibitors to reach the pinnacle of success that only 5% of the population
achieves, her discovery was this simple yet powerful idea: Leaders become elite
by providing differentiating value to an urgent, unmet need. In Lead at the Top of
Your Game, Karan provides a blueprint how, you too, can be successful in
carving out a niche to lead in your own game of choice, no matter if you are: ?An
entrepreneur looking to catapult your business in a way that draws more raving
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fans?A high potential individual chartering your professional trajectory?A
manager looking to invigorate your directs into an even higher performing
team?A leader accountable for long-term sustainability in a hyper-competitive
industry. In order to influence others in a way which compels them to follow your
lead, she shows why it is critical to master: 1. Disrupting the game, by
transforming your key strengths into key differentiators. 2. Owning the game, by
honing your craft and showcasing the 7 Leadership Tactics That Drive
Differentiating Value: Intellectual Horsepower, Courageous Agility, Strategic
Decision, Intrapreneurship, Drive for Results, Executive Presence, Stakeholder
Savvy. 3. Branding the game, by successfully associating your name, product, or
service with your profession or industry. We are living in an era where even the
most ambitious and rewarding work must fight for the attention of those it can
serve the most. If you desire to learn how to lead at the top of your game in order
to become successful in unexpected ways, realize the impact you want to make
in the world and attract a legend of raving fans in the process . . . then this book
is for you!
Join the global movement that's making corporations more people-centric to
achieve great results. The world is facing a global leadership crisis. Seventyseven percent of leaders think they do a good job of engaging their people, yet
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88 percent of employees say their leaders don't engage enough. There is also a
high level of suffering in the workplace: 35 percent of employees would forgo a
pay raise to see their leaders fired. This is an enormous waste of human
talent--despite the fact that $46 billion is spent each year on leadership
development. Based on extensive research, including assessments of more than
35,000 leaders and interviews with 250 C-level executives, The Mind of the
Leader concludes that organizations and leaders aren't meeting employees'
basic human needs of finding meaning, purpose, connection, and genuine
happiness in their work. But more than a description of the problem, The Mind of
the Leader offers a radical, yet practical, solution. To solve the leadership crisis,
organizations need to put people at the center of their strategy. They need to
develop managers and executives who lead with three core mental qualities:
mindfulness, selflessness, and compassion. Using real-world inspirational
examples from Marriott, Accenture, McKinsey & Company, LinkedIn, and many
more, The Mind of the Leader shows how this new kind of leadership turns
conventional leadership thinking upside down. It represents a radical redefinition
of what it takes to be an effective leader--and a practical, hard-nosed solution to
every organization's engagement and execution problems.
For those who dream of starting their own company, influencing decision-making,
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or expertly managing a team, here is an easy-to-follow guide to all aspects of
leadership. Author Les McKeown draws on his decades of experience as a CEO
and leadership consultant to deliver expert advice on what it takes to be a
visionary leader, blending practical advice with illuminating examples from a
range of industries. Encouraging and empowering, Do Lead is an essential tool
on the path to becoming a great leader.
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